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BELIEF.
Executive coaching and Executive advising are
systematically linking performance goals to
organizational strategy.
The executive is solely responsible for one thing :
to be a model for a high standard of personal
character in leadership. Part of this is constantly
monitoring, gauging and enhancing his or her
own skills to lead others.
Executives have proven their operational
competence prior to arriving to the executive
suite.
Once there, they have to demonstrate their
character.

LEADER’S DEVELOPMENT.
Collaborative Convincing. The fundamental of collaborative convincing
represents the balance of management skills with leadership skills.

Emotional Strength. Emotional strength speaks to the balance of a
healthy ego with the proper use of empathy.

Integrative Ethics. Integrative ethics addresses the balance between
properly intended rules and good results.

Wise Power. The fundamental of wise power unpacks the necessary

balance of professional power ( what my role affords me to do) with
personal power (what my values read me out to do).

Interactive communication. Interactive communication describes the
balance of disclosure to others with feedback for the self.

Groups

dynamic discernement. Groups dynamic discernement
represents the ability to see interactions of positive team behaviors for task
completion and group relations.
Systems Thinking. Systems thinking addresses the perception of work
meaningfulness and the actual work systems that surround employees.
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COACH OR ADVISOR ?
Distinctions between a coach and an advisor - the final decision is yours. While both approaches have significant distinctions, they are both
designed to support and advance the executive’s capacity to achieve short and long-term professional and organizational goals. They are both
conducted in one-on-one interactions and engagement. With a clear contract, both approaches can be mixed according the executive’s goals.

Executive Coach
“ You will get where you want by pulling from and channeling the best within you “

Executive Advisor
“ You will get where you want by pulling from the best within you
and leveraging the expertise of another “

o Dedicated time with a coach - Client centered and client-guided partnership

o Dedicated time with an advisor - Client centered and client-guided partnership

o To gain a forum (debate/ discussions) / To source and channel your own expertise
and experience

o To gain solid guidance, advice and expertise from an experienced professional in
the respective field

o Guidance to clarify and focus on your goals and insights / Moderate behavioraction to help you better execute on strategy

o Counsel, input and insight into thinking, planning, building and executing various
functions and strategies

o Research, resources, ideas, options and questions in response to your questions to
help you find out your answers

o Research, explanations, solutions and answers in response to your questions

o Solid, proven and customized recommendations to help you discover answers for
challenges and issues

o Solid, proven and customized answers in response to your challenges and issues

o Exploration journey that leads to results, new insights, ideas, thinking, awareness,
perspectives and behavioral changes

o Result-driven journey whereby you receive advice, counsel and solutions for
pressing or pending issues

o Help determining what obstacles and brakes to remove and which resources to
reinforce or add

o Help removing obstacles, eliminating brakes and adding resources

o You have a partner in formalizing and protecting the process for growing

o You have a partner in formalizing and delivering results

OUR APPROACH TO COACHING
AND ADVISING.
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We focus on
§
§
§
§
§
§

Development
Resources
Education - Training
Accountability
Autonomy
Results
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We define ...
§ The purpose
§ The skills
§ The behaviors

… That need to be modified or maximized
to achieve goals and…
§
§
§
§
§

Unleash creativity
Think innovatively
Sharp competencies
Grow intellectually (one self and others)
Renew energy

EXEC COACHING AND ADVISING PROCESS IN A NUTSHELL.
FRAMEWORK

§ Define the coaching and/or advising approach
§ Define Goals and KPI
§ Mutual commitment
§ Map the Goal(s) using tools such as Systemic SCORE ( Symptoms - Causes - Outcomes - Resource - Effects)
§ If assessments are deemed appropriate and based on goals and outcomes, one or more of the following

PROCESS

assessments may be applied : Myers Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) - Fundamental Interpersonal Relations
Orientations (FIRO-B) - Conflict Inventory (Conflict Management style and preferences, how/when to apply
styles) - Emotional Intelligence (ability to identify, assess and manage emotions for self and teams) Transformational Leadership (measure of leadership competency strengths and weaknesses) - 360 Executive
Assessment and Feedback (determine leadership impact for all levels)- Transactional Analysis Drivers

§ Coaching and / or Advising one-on-one sessions based on goals, outcomes and potential assessment(s) results
with clear short-terms objectives at the end of every session and tracking of long-term objectives progress in
between

§ Coaching / Advising report written session after session by the coach to track journey and give it back to exec
at the end of process

TIMING

§ One-on-One sessions between 1 and 2 hours per week according to your constraints
§ Around 6 to 12 sessions – You decide when you want to stop according your goals
§ Personal work between one-on-one sessions

METRICS FOR SUCCESS.
Metrics are defined with you. They are customized with
each executive after engagement based on specific
goals. The number one question to ask yourself :

“ What organizational or professional goals
do you want to accomplish ? “
Metrics for success are defined generally in the
following categories of measurements :

§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Productivity
Efficiency
Effectiveness
Quality of work and/or interpersonal relationships
Leadership impact
Satisfaction - from executive and/or staff
Timeliness catching

OUTCOMES EXPECTED.
IMPROVE …
§ Leadership effectiveness with greater

abilities to positively influence and elicit staff
performance

§ Communication methods for improving

ability to apply transformational leadership

§ Job performance by increasing productivity
or quality output

§ Satisfaction levels of staff, team members,
clients, customers etc.

§ Speaking and presentation skills

ENHANCE …
§ Strategic thinking and optimization of critical
thinking process and tools to achieve
organizational goals

§ staff engagement and teams performance

§ Abilities to design and evaluate

organizational strategy and operational plans

§ Conflicts management ability

§ Recognition and feedbacks given to staff

REDUCE …

§ Turnover for retaining high-performing
employees longer

§ Organizational risks and liability in areas of
HR, sales…

§ Leadership deficiencies in focused areas of
strategy & change management

§ Political and psychological games in
groups dynamic

§ Fears and resistances of staff
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BENEFITS OF COACHING AND ADVISING.
Why coaching and/or advising ?
§ Contribute to organizational success
§ Lead and manage change by example
§ Prepare for new challenges and
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

assignments
Respond to cultural differences
Respond to generational differences
Receive real-time objective feedback
Enhance strategic thinking
Elevate business and political acumen
Hone critical thinking
Build creative and innovative
processing
Develop new or rarely used skills

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Communicate vision more effectively
Inspire people
Minmax time
Deal with stress and responsibilities
pressure
Accommodate with executive’s
loneliness
Delegate and empower people
Understand roots of motivation for
oneself and others
Take advantage of groups dynamics
and political-psychological games
Act for authentic collaboration
Confidential, trusted guidance

Anne-Sophie Girault le Mault

Professional, Personal and Agile Coach, 15 yo Exp.
Summary

Key skills

After working for 10 years in video games as a game
producer and business developer with the scrum master
cap, Anne-Sophie turned to finance and energy as a
product owner, before becoming an agile coach .

§ Senior Agile Coaching /

Passionate and trained in transactional analysis, she is
certified in professional coaching RNCP level 7 equivalent
Master 2 but also Scrum Master Certified (CSM), Scrum
Certified Product Owner (SCPO), Professional Scrum Product
Owner (PSPO) trainer in Scrum and trainer in SAFe since
certified in SAFe SPC, SAFe LPM, SAFe POPM, SAFe SA.
Speaker on transactional analysis at scale in particular at
the Palais des Congrès for Devoxx, PNL practitioner certified
by Richard Bandler, she works as a trainer and agile coach
in public service, luxury, energy and banking at Publicis
Sapient.

Coaching / Managers
Coaching

Coaching@Scale (SoS,
SAFe…)

§ Professional and Personal
§ Agile Delivery oriented
§ Manager
§ Speaker
§ Trainer in agile (SAFe/

scrum / kanban) and
mentor for junior coaches

§ Producer in video games
/ Product oriented Various platforms
(desktop, mobile…)

She supports projects on a daily basis of up to twenty teams
on large-scale agility programs. At the same time, she also
supports individual clients on dedicated coaching.
Anne-Sophie is manager at Publicis Sapient and leader of
the Training Program Leading Change which is managers
oriented.

§ Team Player / Community
of Practices

§ Scrum Mastering
§ Leading Change which is
managers oriented.
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